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Start my review of the Norton Field Guide to Writing I didn't spend a semester reading this book in English for that it doesn't count as my Goodreads goal it's a manual for my English 1010 course. He's got a home on my desk. Very easy to use manual, especially if you need to look for something quickly
writing notes and reports or blogging. I am using this book for the second time in one of my freshman composition classes. This is one of the easiest to read 111 textbooks I've come across so far – much like a manual without a grammatical instruction. The chapter on APA references is excellent and the
section on rhetorical situations is clear and concise. Since it is relatively easy to read, it is best for teachers who emphasize the writing-workshop class format. The readings of this do not provide useful examples of expert and beginner writing. I am using this book for the second time in one of my
freshman composition classes. This is one of the easiest to read 111 textbooks I've come across so far – much like a manual without a grammatical instruction. The chapter on APA references is excellent and the section on rhetorical situations is clear and concise. Since it is relatively easy to read, it is
best for teachers who emphasize the writing-workshop class format. The readings of this do not provide useful examples of expert and beginner writing. My only other complaint, if that is, is that it seems a little repetitive in its readability efforts. Another huge bonus: it's much cheaper than many 111
textbooks! My students only pay $40 online and at the university bookstore. ... more It's a fieldguide. He won't go into details. It just scratches the surface. At least it's a textbook I can use with my students. However, I have to supplement it a lot because it doesn't hav enough information to provide much
help. I teach intro to write and hope that we will use another book next year. It's a field guide. He won't go into details. It just scratches the surface. At least it's a textbook I can use with my students. However, I have to supplement it a lot because it doesn't hav enough information to provide much help. I
teach intro to write and hope that we will use another book next year. ... more is the only text I've ever used that seems to have appealed equally to teachers and students alike. The essays in the back are excellent examples and interesting reading, varied, well written, and good for discussion. The only
text I've ever used is that it seems to have appealed equally to teachers and students alike. The essays in the back are excellent examples and interesting reading, varied, well written, and good for discussion. ... more for each writing purpose ... ... Sigh... if I could turn back the hand of time I'd be::: 1.defy
parenting / brother and choose USC instead of UCLA and 2.major in English for a one writing and just write about political science and law :D Every writing has a purpose... ... Sigh... if I could turn back the hand of the time I'd be::: 1.defy parenting/sibling needs and choose USC instead of UCLA and
2.major in English focusing on writing and just write about political science and law :D... more This is a great textbook for teaching writing. Very compact and well designed. The only thing I wanted were more explanations or examples of some topics, just for clarity. Simple and useful, although some of the
readings have gotten a little dated. I'm going to use the 2013 edition for my class this fall. Simple and useful, although some of the readings have gotten a little dated. I'm going to use the 2013 edition for my class this fall. ... more Although it was a textbook it was one that I couldn't have done without it. I
kept the book because it is so useful I would like to refer to it in the future. This book is very useful for how to write in certain types of ways. A very useful book so far in my English class. It's one of the books I'm using in my class next semester. I like it so far. Now we'll see how the teaching goes with it. It's
one of the books I'm using in my class next semester. I like it so far. Now we'll see how the teaching goes with it. ... More... More
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